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ABSTRACT

All-optical Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks are believed to be a fundamental component in future
high speed backbones. However, while wavelength routing made circuit switching in WDM feasible the reality of
extant optical technology does not yet provide the necessary devices to achieve individual optical packet switching.
This paper proposes to achieve all-optical packet switching in WDM Wide Area Networks (WANs) via a novel
technique, called slot routing. Using slot routing, entire slots, each carrying multiple packets on distinct wavelengths,
are switched transparently and individually. As a result packets can be optically transmitted and switched in the
network using available fast and wavelength non-sensitive devices. The proposed routing technique leads to an optical
packet switching solution, that is simple, practical, and unique as it makes it possible to build a WDM all-optical
WAN with optical devices based on proven technologies.
Keywords: All-Optical Networks, Wide Area Networks, Wavelength Division Multiplexing, Photonic Slot Routing,
Time Slot Assignment Algorithm, Optical Packet Switching

1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention is being dedicated to the development of all-optical Wide Area Networks (WANs). These
networks o er a huge transmission bandwidth with bit error rates as low as 10,12-10,15, a contained network
latency, data transparency and freedom from interference. Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology
o ers a practical way to exploit the vast bandwidth of optical ber of about 30 Thz.1 WDM partitions the optical
bandwidth into separate channels, each at a di erent wavelength, operating at transmission rates compatible with the
electronics speed available today, to support transmission and reception at an aggregate bandwidth beyond any single
channel system. Generally, one can distinguish between two classes of optical network architectures, single-hop and
multihop.2 In single-hop networks, optical signals travel from source to destination without encountering electronic
regeneration. Single-hop networks are \transparent" for (optical) signals with di erent modulation formats. In
multihop networks, connections consist of a sequence of single-hop paths that are concatenated by means of electronic
switching. Multihop connections are therefore not inherently optically transparent.
Available technology provides today the necessary optical devices to achieve all-optical circuit switching.3 Based
on the wavelength routing concept, started by Refs. 4,5, node pairs can establish point-to-point paths of light (or
lightpaths) for data exchange. Intermediate nodes along the lightpath optically route the signal, thus avoiding optoelectronic (O/E) and electro-optical (E/O) conversions of the transmitted signal. Single-hop transmission is possible
between nodes connected by a lightpath. However, as each lightpath requires one wavelength and the number of
wavelengths is nite, not every node pair can be connected via a lightpath. Nodes that cannot be connected by a
lightpath use a multihop connection to communicate with one another.
Solutions for all-optical packet switching have been proposed for regular topologies, such as star,6 ring,7 and bus.8
These topologies are inherently passive and node to node transmission is achieved using the \broadcast and select"
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approach, according to which a transmitted packet is broadcast to all nodes, but only the intended destination selects
and receives it. Due to the lack of fast and wavelength sensitive switches, however, no solution has been proposed
yet for WANs which are typi ed by unrestricted topologies.
This paper proposes to achieve all-optical packet switching in WDM based WANs via a novel technique, called
Photonic Slot Routing (PSR). PSR was originally proposed in Refs. 9,10 to provide scalability in regular topologies.
According to this concept, packets transmitted simultaneously on distinct wavelengths form a photonic slot that
is individually (and optically) routed at the switching nodes towards the intended destinations as a whole. The
proposed solution can therefore handle wavelength sensitive data- ows using wavelength non-sensitive fast optical
switches based on proven technologies. As a result, the fundamental technological problem of (per wavelength)
switching limitations at the switching node is shifted to a solvable problem of nding e ective solutions to organize
packet transmissions at the source nodes.
This paper addresses the problem of constructing correct and ecient link frames in the PSR network to support
given trac demands. The correctness aspect of the problem must ensure that all the trac demands are satis ed,
while the eciency aspect is to ensure that some objective is optimized, such as network throughput, or network
delay. The construction of link frames requires the solution of three problems: determine how packets are organized
into slots, referred to as the slot composition problem, determine the path for each slot, referred to as the slot
routing problem, and determine when slots must be transmitted, referred to as the slot transmission problem. The
solution of these problems shall guarantee contention free transmission of the slots throughout the network without
requiring optical bu ers at the switching nodes. Since the construction of optimal link frames can be proven to
be an NP-hard problem,11 a heuristic solution is proposed, that solves the composition, routing, and transmission
problems separately, using distinct algorithms, whereby each algorithm performs optimization within its speci c
problem domain.
The proposed PSR architecture is simple, practical, and unique as it makes it possible to build WDM all-optical
WANs using optical devices based on proven technologies. A PSR network o ers single-hop transmission between
any arbitrary pair of end nodes. In addition, it is possible to exibly allocate the network bandwidth to accommodate
di erent patterns of load o ered to the network, a exibility that cannot be reached in wavelength routing systems
where the minimum amount of bandwidth allocated between two nodes is the bandwidth carried by one wavelength.
Finally, due to its inherent optical transparency the PSR network is scaleable in the number of wavelengths, making
it possible to gradually increase the network capacity by incorporating additional wavelengths in the system without
having to replace the hardware and control of the switching nodes.

2. PHOTONIC SLOT ROUTING IN A WIDE AREA NETWORK

This section gives a description of the PSR network and its functions, followed by a formal formulation of the problem
of constructing the link frames, and its three subproblems of slot composition, slot routing, and slot transmission.

2.1. The PSR Network

Figure 1 shows an example of an all-optical PSR network. It consists of End Nodes, Access Nodes and Switching
Nodes interconnected by ber optic links. Each link is bi-directional and actually consists of a pair of unidirectional
links. End Nodes form the sources and destinations of the network trac. They are connected with a single link to
an Access Node. Access Nodes and Switching Nodes are responsible for routing the trac from source to destination.
Switching Nodes and Access Nodes are functionally identical; a Switching Node has however no End Nodes connected
to it. Switching Nodes and Access Nodes are interconnected into a network with a mesh topology. Optical ampli ers
may be placed on the links to compensate for ber loss and the Access/Switching Nodes' insertion loss.
In the PSR network End Nodes communicate by means of single-hop connections in which optical signals travel
from source to destination without encountering electronic conversion. E/O and O/E conversions take only place at
the End Nodes, which can have one out of two types of optical transmitter and receiver: a single xed transmitter
(receiver) that is tuned to a certain wavelength channel, or a single transmitter (receiver) that is tunable to any
of the available wavelength channels. For the sake of simplicity all End Nodes are assumed to have the same type
of transmitter and receiver pair. The pair xed transmitter- xed receiver is not allowed since it guarantees full
 Clearly,

the broadcast and select approach is not practical in the WAN scenario.
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Figure 1. Example of an all-optical PSR wide-area network
connectivity only when one wavelength is used. End Nodes may either be single sources (destinations) of trac, or
represent (all-optical) subnetworks, such as LAN segments.
A PSR network is a time slotted system allowing one xed length packet to be transmitted in each slot per
wavelength. Slots are synchronized across the wavelengths in order to form groups of aligned packets, i.e., the photonic
slot. The basic concept of PSR is to limit the complexity of both optical hardware and electronic control of the
Access/Switching Node. This is achieved by allowing only simple functions to be performed at the Access/Switching
Node that operate on a per slot basis, rather than on a per packet basis. These functions are:






Slot Switching: slots arriving on any input port (link) can be switched individually to any output port (link).
Output ports selected by simultaneously arriving slots must be mutually exclusive to prevent output link
contention at the node.
Slot Merging: slots arriving on a number of input ports can be switched to the same output port, thus
overlapping with one another to form one single slot leaving the node via that port. Clearly this operation is
only possible when the merged slots are compatible, i.e., they do not carry packets on the same wavelength
channel.
Slot Splitting: a slot arriving on an input port is duplicated and switched to two or more output ports.

To be realized, these basic functions require passive couplers, splitters, and wavelength non-sensitive space switches
with high switching rate, i.e., devices based on proven technologies. If necessary, the basic functions can be combined
to perform more complex operations. For example, slots from two input ports are merged and the result is split and
switched to three output ports. In the present study, it is assumed that neither optical time slot exchange (by means
of ber delay lines), nor wavelength exchange (by means of wavelength converters) are possible at any node.

2.2. The Link Frame Construction Problem

The Slot Merging function of the Access/Switching Node allows merging of packets (with di erent destinations)
into a single slot. Once packets have been merged, they cannot be separated while they are transmitted due to the
limited functionality of the Access/Switching Node. To allow each individual packet to reach its destination, the
Slot Splitting function of the Access/Switching Node is used to create duplicate slots, which are then switched to
the di erent destinations of the packets in the slot. At each Destination End Node adequate optical ltering is used
to extract the packet intended for it.
The slot composition, routing, and transmission problems are solved by assigning to each packet that needs to be
transmitted, a route through the network, a wavelength channel, and a transmission time slot. Slot Merging takes
place at the Access/Switching Nodes where the paths of packets in the same time slot join and Slot Splitting takes
place at the Access/Switching Nodes where the paths of packets in the same time slot diverge. To avoid contention at
the output links of the Access/Switching Nodes, all packets present in the same time slot on a certain link, shall have
6

di erent wavelengths. Generally, one would be interested in an optimal assignment of routes, wavelength channels
and time slots. In this paper, the total network throughput is used as the objective to be optimized. Clearly, the
optimal solution depends on the characteristics of the o ered trac and the network topology.
This paper addresses the Routing, Wavelength, and Time slot Assignment (RWTA) problem for the case that
Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) is employed to allocate the network capacity to packet transmissions. With
TDM, the transmission pattern of each link consists of xed frames with equal number of time slots, that are
repeated in a cyclic fashion. Packet transmissions between a speci c source and destination node are associated with
a communication connection, which is assigned a wavelength channel and a time slot in the frames of the links that
the connection is routed through. Each packet transmission uses the route, the wavelength channel and the time
slot of the connection it is associated with. Depending on the trac demands more than one connection can be
established between node pairs.
Given a network topology and the set of connections to be established, the problem is to construct transmission
frames for each link in the network, while maximizing the total network throughput. Each connection occupies
exactly one time slot in the transmission frames of the links in its path. Assuming a framelength of K slots and a
bitrate B, the throughput of a connection is B=K (ignoring any time guards for transmitter/receiver tuning, etc.). If
the total number of connections to be supported by the network is Z, the total network throughput will be: Z B=K.
Since Z and B are considered xed, the objective is to construct link transmission frames of minimum length K, that
can accommodate all the required connections. This problem is referred to as the Static PSR Frame Construction
problem. It can be considered as a combination of three subproblems: 1. the routing of each connection from its source
node to its destination node, 2. the assignment of a wavelength channel to each connection, and 3. the assignment of
a time slot to each connection. Once these three subproblems are solved the construction of the transmission frame
for each link is straightforward. A formal de nition of the Static PSR Frame Construction problem is de ned in set
theoretic terms in the following.


STATIC PSR FRAME CONSTRUCTION PROBLEM

INSTANCE: A PSR network is represented by a directed graph G(V; E), with V , the set of vertices, representing the
network nodes, and E, the set of edges, representing the unidirectional optical links. V = D A S, with D the set
of End Nodes, A the set of Access Nodes, and S the set of Switching Nodes. Two types of transmitter T FT; T T ,
and two types of receiver R FR; TR can be used at the End Nodes, with FT (FR) xed transmitter (receiver),
and TT (TR) tunable transmitter (receiver). A set C of connections exists, associated with a source node function
s : C D, and a destination node function d : C D. A positive integer W, represents the number of available
wavelengths.
QUESTION: Find
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for the minimum value of K (the framelength), subject to the following conditions:
1. c C, the set of edges p = r(c) shall constitute a tree12 in G with s(c) the root of the tree and d(c) the end
vertex of one of the leaves of the tree. (Due to the Slot Splitting function the route may not be a simple path,
but become a tree.)
2. (c; c0) : c; c0 C; c = c0 ; r(c) r(c0) = ; (t(c); w(c)) = (t(c0 ); w(c0)) = . (Two connections sharing at least
one link cannot be allocated both the same time slot and the same wavelength channel.)
3. (j; k) : j; k C; j = k; r(j) r(k) = , and i : i C; r(i) r(j) = ; r(i) r(k) = ; t(i) = t(j) = t(k),
and w(j) = w(k) = . (If two connections do not share any link, but share at least one link with a third
connection, and all three connections are assigned the same time slot, then the two original connections cannot
be assigned the same wavelength channel.)
4. c : c C; s(c) = n; t(c) = k
1 ; n D, and k 1; : : :; K . (A transmitter can transmit on at most
one connection in each time slot.)
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The third condition is required because the Access/Switching Node can only split slots, i.e., create duplicate slots,
and not separate the packets in a slot to form new slots. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows three connections
i, j, and k, two physical links n, and m, and their respective transmission frames. Connections i and j share link m,
whereas connections i and k share link n. Connections j and k do not share any link, so condition 2 allows them to
be assigned the same time slot and wavelength channel. If connections j and k are assigned to the same time slot
as connection i, then according to condition 3, connections j and k cannot have the same wavelength channel. As a
result of the Slot Splitting function, connection j remains in the slot with connection i, beyond the point where the
paths of connections i and j diverge. So, the wavelength channel of connection j cannot be reused by connection k.
In case of xed transmitters or xed receivers, the wavelength channels are xed and therefore the wavelength
assignment function w is known a priori and can be removed from the question part of the problem de nition.
The Static PSR Frame Construction problem is an NP-hard problem.11 This can be proven e.g., by rst
restricting the number of wavelength channels W to 1, assuming the routing to be known, and then transforming the
resulting problem to the Static Lightpath Establishment (SLE) problem that was proven to be NP-hard in Ref. 5.

3. ROUTING, WAVELENGTH, AND TIME SLOT ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHMS

Since the Static PSR Frame Construction problem is NP-hard, it is necessary to search for a heuristic solution for all
but trivial sets of connections. For this study, it was decided to determine sub-optimal solutions under the assumption
that routing, wavelength assignment, and time slot assignment are treated independently. The algorithms used for
each of the three subproblems are described in separate subsections.
In principle, slot merging and splitting can take place at any Access/Switching Node in the network. Since partially lled slots do not fully utilize the available transmission capacity, slot merging should preferably take place early
after slots have been transmitted. Similarly, slot splitting results in duplicate slots, which partially waste available
transmission capacity. Slot splitting should therefore preferably take place as late as possible before a slot reaches
its destinations. To simplify the Static PSR Frame Construction problem, an additional constraint in the form of a
slot merging/splitting policy is introduced. The slot merging/splitting policy speci es which connections are allowed
to be combined into a single slot and where slot merging and splitting can take place. The slot merging/splitting
policy applied here allows only compatible slots containing connections passing through the same Destination Access
Node to be merged at the Access/Switching Node where their paths join. When the slot reaches its Destination
8

Access Node, it is split (duplicated) to all connected End Nodes. The Destination End Nodes select the appropriate
wavelength channel from the received slot.

3.1. Routing

The result of the routing step is the routing function r(c), which speci es for each connection the set of links
constituting the path of the connection. The routing algorithm needs to satisfy condition 1 given in the problem
de nition (Section 2.2). For reason of simplicity we use Dijkstra's routing algorithm13 to nd a path with the
minimum number of ber links. This allows all connections to be routed independently of each other, but it may be
at the cost of some network throughput, since the network congestion is not necessarily minimized.
In case of equal path lengths an arbitrary path is chosen, but always the same selection is made for the path
between two arbitrary nodes a and b. This guarantees that connections passing through the same Destination Access
Node follow the same path, after their paths join at some point. Therefore, these connections may be merged into a
single slot by the time slot assignment algorithm conform the slot merging/splitting policy.
The slot merging/splitting policy is implemented in the routing algorithm by copying connections from the
Destination Access Node to all connected End Nodes. The route of a connection is thereby modi ed from a simple
path into a tree.

3.2. Wavelength Assignment

The result of the wavelength assignment step is the wavelength allocation function w(c), which speci es for each
connection the wavelength channel that is used. The wavelength assignment problem becomes trivial in the cases
of xed transmitter or xed receiver con gurations. In these cases the wavelength allocated to a connection is
determined by the wavelength channel that the transmitter of the source or receiver of the destination is tuned
to. The following equations give the wavelength assignment used in case of xed transmitters and xed receivers,
respectively:
w(c) = s(c) mod W + 1;
w(c) = d(c) mod W + 1;

(1)
(2)

where w represents the assigned wavelength channel number, s the source (address) of connection c, d the
destination (address) of connection c, and W the number of available wavelength channels.
For the transmitter/receiver con gurations that allow free wavelength selection, an algorithm is used to assign
wavelengths such that the conditions for merging connections passing through the same Destination Access Node are
optimized. The algorithm is based on the round robin principle, and uses a counter Q for each Access Node i. Let
function a(e) specify the Access Node to which End Node e is connected. Then the algorithm can be represented in
pseudo-code as follows:
for i A Q 0 rof; Counter initialization
for c C
i a(d(c));
Destination Access Node
w(c) Q + 1;
Wavelength channel assignment
Q (Q + 1) mod W; Counter update
rof;
When the number of wavelength channels (W) is greater than or equal to the maximum number of End Nodes
(N) connected to an Access Node, the performance of the TT-TR con guration is the same as the performance of the
T T-FR con guration. (The proof is beyond the scope of this paper.) So, instead of using the round robin algorithm,
in the case of W N, the xed assignment of Equations (1) and (2) guarantees that the maximum performance can
be achieved.
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3.3. Time Slot Assignment

The result of the time slot assignment step is the time slot allocation function t(c), which speci es for each connection
the time slot that is used. Time slot assignment is carried out using a graph coloring method introduced in Ref. 9,
which is extended in this paper to handle general topology networks. Using the routing function r(c), the wave~ V~ ; E)
~ is
length allocation function w(c), and the problem conditions from Section 2.2, a Slot Constraints graph G(
~
constructed, whose vertex coloring represents a time slot assignment for all connections. The graph G is constructed
in the following steps:
~
1. Let V~ = C, i.e., each communication connection constitutes a vertex in the graph G.
2. Implement condition 2 by placing an edge between each pair of vertices associated with connections that have
the same wavelength and are present on the same link. (Two vertices cannot be assigned the same color if they
are connected by means of an edge. Hence, the associated connections cannot be allocated to the same time
slot.)
3. Implement condition 4 by placing an edge between each pair of connections that originate from the same source.
4. Implement condition 5 by placing an edge between each pair of connections that have the same destination.
5. Implement the merging/splitting policy by placing an edge between each pair of vertices associated with
connections that are present on the same link and do not pass through the same destination Access Node.
Due to the merging/splitting policy, which only allows connections passing through the same Destination Access
Node to be merged in a single slot and which splits slots at the Destination Access Node to all connected End Nodes,
condition 3 of the problem de nition does not need to be implemented, since connections that are merged do not
have diverging paths.
After the graph G~ is constructed, its vertices are colored by some graph coloring algorithm. By assigning a unique
integer t from the set 1; : : :; K , with K the number of di erent colors, to each color, a slot number t(c) is obtained
for each connection c. The algorithm by Welsh and Powell14 is used to color the Slot Constraints graph. The
exact coloring algorithm by Randall Brown15 has also been considered. Some experimentation with this algorithm
revealed that for low network loads the performance improvement (i.e., the reduction in number of time slots needed)
compared to the algorithm of Welsh and Powell is insigni cant, whereas for larger network loads the execution time
of the Randall Brown algorithm becomes prohibitive. In addition it is noted that the results of the experiments are
meant to be compared with each other. For these reasons, it was decided to use the Welsh and Powell algorithm for
all experiments.
Using the routing function r (Section 3.1), the wavelength allocation function w (Section 3.2), and the time slot
allocation function t (Section 3.3), transmission frames can be determined for each link in the PSR network operating
in TDM mode.
f

g

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF A BENCHMARK NETWORK

This section presents the results of a number of experiments to investigate the performance that the proposed PSR
network architecture can achieve, by using the algorithms outlined in Section 3 to construct link transmission frames.
The total network throughput is used as the performance measure. The benchmark network used in the experiments
is similar to the network shown in Figure 1. Instead of two End Nodes, now N = 8 End Nodes are connected to
each of the four Access Nodes. The interconnection of the Access Nodes and the Switching Node is unchanged. All
End Nodes in the network are numbered sequentially, by numbering subsequently all the End Nodes connected to
the same Access Node, for each Access Node.
In the experiments, the network load is determined by the number of connections that have to be routed and the
sources and destinations of these connections. For each connection c, the source s(c) is selected randomly from the
set of End Nodes, and the destination d(c) is selected randomly from the set of remaining End Nodes, using discrete
uniform distributions. In all experiments, the results are obtained with 3% (or smaller) con dence intervals at 99%
con dence level.
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Figure 3. Throughput of TT-FR, FT -TR, and TT-TR con gurations as a function of the number of wavelength
channels W, for a xed network load of 200 connections

4.1. Transmitter/Receiver Con gurations

The performance of the di erent transmitter/receiver (T=R) con gurations is investigated rst. As described in
Section 2.1, the choice of the transmitter and receiver type is homogeneous over all End Nodes in the network. There
are two possible types of transmitter, i.e., single tunable transmitters (TT), and xed tuned transmitters (FT ).
Similarly, two types of receiver have been de ned: single tunable receivers (TR) and xed tuned receivers (FR). Out
of the four (22) possible T=R con gurations, the combination of xed tuned transmitters with xed tuned receivers
is the only one not allowed. Figure 3 shows the average network throughput of the three feasible T=R con gurations
as a function of the number of available wavelength channels W for a xed network load of 200 connections. The
network throughput is expressed as the number of connections supported by the network, divided by the framelength.
The highest performance is achieved by the TT -TR con guration. This can easily be veri ed by observing that
any solution (i.e., set of link frames) for a network with the FT-TR con guration also represents a solution for a
network with the TT-TR con guration, where each transmitter is always tuned to the same wavelength channel.
Likewise, any solution for the TT -FR case also represents a solution for the TT -TR case, where each receiver is
always tuned to the same wavelength channel. Two regions can be distinguished in the gure for the number of
wavelength channels, i.e., the region W < N, i.e., 8, and the region W N. In the W N region the performance
of the TT-FR and TT -TR con gurations are equal and do not depend on the number of wavelength channels. The
performance of FT -TR is slightly lower in this region, but approaches the performance of TT-FR, and T T -T R
for large numbers of wavelength channels. In the W < N region, the performance of the TT-FR con guration
is generally lower than the performance of the FT -TR con guration, but for certain values, e.g., W = 4, T T-FR
performs better slightly than FT -TR. It can be shown that the relative performance of FT-TR and TT -F R in this
region depends on the value of N mod W. If N mod W = 0, then TT-FR generally performs slightly better than
FT-TR; if N mod W = 0, FT-TR performs better. Overall, the best performance is obtained with the T T -FR and
T T-TR con gurations at W = N wavelength channels. From a system cost point of view, preference is given to the
T T-FR con guration, since xed receivers are considered to be cheaper than tunable receivers.
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4.2. Slot Routing Versus Optical Packet Switching

In a second investigation the performance of the PSR network is compared with the performance achievable by an
ideal solution (OPS) in which Optical Packets are individually Switched without taking into account the functional
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Figure 4. Throughput of PSR and OPS networks for the TT -TR con guration as a function of the number of
wavelength channels W, for a xed network load of 200 connections
limitations of extant optical devices. Although not currently feasible, OPS can be used as a reference solution for
assessing the PSR eciency. Only the TT -TR con guration is considered in this experiment, since it achieves the
highest performance of all T=R con gurations. Figure 4 shows the average throughput as a function of the number
of available wavelengths W for a xed network load of 200 connections, for the TT-TR con guration in case of the
PSR network and the optical packet switching (OPS) network.
Despite the fact that the performance of the TT -TR con guration is limited and becomes independent of the
number of wavelength channels W for W N, the PSR network achieves almost the same performance as the OPS
network. The same experiment was carried out with a number of di erent topologies, showing similar results.


5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a novel approach, called Photonic Slot Routing (PSR), to achieve optical packet switching in
WDM based WANs that relies on extant optical technology. According to PSR, entire slots, each carrying multiple
packets on separate wavelengths, are routed at the switching nodes \transparently" as single units. By not requiring
to route individual packets (on separate wavelengths) wavelength sensitive data ows can thus be handled using
wavelength non-sensitive devices based on proven technologies. In addition, due to its inherent optical transparency
the PSR network is scaleable in the number of wavelengths.
A heuristic was presented that computes composition, routing and transmission time of the photonic slots to
maximize network throughput given the network topology and the trac demands. The throughput measured in a
benchmark network making use of PSR was compared with the throughput achievable by an ideal solution in which
optical packets are individually switched without taking into account the functional limitations of extant optical
devices. Under the assumption that end nodes make use of one transmitter and one receiver, hardly any performance
penalty was found using PSR when compared to the ideal packet switching scenario.
Overall, it can be concluded that while fast wavelength sensitive devices are not yet available to realize pure
optical packet switching, the photonic slot routing concept provides an alternative solution to the realization of
packet switching that is practical and suciently ecient.
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